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Young Practitioner 

Brown Bag Lunch Series 2019 
Presented in cooperation with the New Zealand Law Society Auckland Young Lawyers Committee, 

the LRF is excited to continue this initiative aimed at sharing years of experience with young 

practitioners.  

If you have between 1 and 5 years PQE, this practical series of lunchtime seminars is for you.  

Seminar 3 10 October 2019, 1-2pm  

Northern Club (Princes 
Street, Auckland) 

Marc Corlett QC 

Drafting Pleadings 

The things I wish I'd known before drafting my first statement of claim:  this practical session will 
explain what you need to know to draft any statement of claim – the conceptual tools every litigator 
needs in order to properly plead – but will do so in the context of a worked example to illustrate what 
you need to know.  

• Laying the groundwork and obtaining a clear brief from your client 

• Learn which facts need to be included in your statement of claim and what should be left out 

• How to plead the case effectively and concisely  

• Integrating different causes of action into a claim 

• Work through a hypothetical example 

About the speaker 

Marc Corlett QC is an experienced trial lawyer with a broad practice that includes general, civil and 
commercial disputes; civil and criminal regulatory proceedings; fraud, money laundering, proceeds of 
crime and other criminal prosecutions and applications. Marc has appeared in over 100 trials in the 
District Court and the High Court, and has appeared on more than 60 appeals in the Court of Appeal. 
Since coming to the Bar in 2010, Marc has been involved in a number of large scale, complex 
commercial litigation cases, as well as several high profile fraud and regulatory prosecutions. Marc has 
also appeared as defence counsel in several criminal trials and in the Court of Appeal. 

Registration is $90 for this seminar.  Attendance at the lecture will attract one hour for CPD purposes. To 

register email info@legalresearch.org.nz or do it online at www.legalresearch.org.nz/events.  

The LRF is grateful for the support and assistance of the Auckland Branch of the New Zealand Law Society  
and Auckland Young Lawyers Committee. 
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